
toolS, textileS AnD contextS
textile proDuction in the aegean anD eaStern meDiterranean Bronze age
Edited by Eva Andersson Strand & Marie-Louise Nosch

Textile production is one of the most important crafts in Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean Bronze Age societies
and recent interdisciplinary and collaborative work offers crucial new perspectives into this field. The new 
catalogue of archaeological textile finds presented here clearly demonstrates, even from thefew extant finds, that
knowledge of the use of fibres and of elaborate textile techniques that were usedto produce textiles of different
qualities was well developed. The functional analysis of spindle whorlsand loom weights can be explored through
experimental archaeology employing newly developed methodologies. The results bring new insights into the
types of textile that may potentially have been made by such tools. This is highly pertinent as textile tools often
constitute the single most important and plentiful type of evidence for the various stages of textile production
in the archaeological record.
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gloBAl textile encoUnterS
Edited by Marie-Louise Nosch, Zhao Feng & Lotika Varadarajan

Global Textile Encounters is a fascinating journey into three significant textiles and clothing cultures: China,
India and Europe. The common thread is how fashions and traditions have travelled through space and time. In
this richly illustrated anthology, with its 242 images, written both by textile researchers and practitioners as well
as scholars from other fields across the globe, we hear of various types of encounters that bring to life a world
of interactions and consequences as colourful as the textiles themselves. Among the 33 contributions we learn
of an historian of ancient Roman textiles who has an intellectual epiphany in the streets of modern Iran; of
17th-century European Jesuits spreading the Gospel in Asia who attire themselves inthe clothing suitable to
their host countries; a visiting Siamese delegation that unwittingly creates fashionin 18th-century France; how
Chinese textile technology changed as a result of encountering textile patterns along the silk road; how political
messages are conveyed in the sari; how Maharajahs inspired global pop culture; and the value we ascribe to old clothing.
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LEADING TITLES IN TEXTILES

ArchAeologicAl FootweAr
Development of Shoe patternS anD StyleS from prehiStory till the 1600’s
By Marquita Volken

The knowledge of how to make a shoe pattern was certainly the ancient shoemaker’s most closely guarded secret,
passed from master to apprentice but never written down. 

Now, after 20 years of research, the principles for making ancient shoe patterns have been rediscovered. This 
comprehensive guide to European archaeological footwear is richly illustrated with drawings and photographs of
archaeological leather shoe finds and shoe reconstructions. A catalogue presents each named shoe style along with
the cutting patterns used, a concise description and a full list of the published examples. The volume also includes
a short history of calceological studies, case studies, the fundamental research methods and an overview of shoe
sole/upper constructions for archaeological leather shoes. 

Marquita Volken uses the practical knowledge and research techniques developed by Olaf Goubitz in combination
with the methods established by Carol van Driel-Murray and Willy Groenmann-van Waateringe to identify the
17 basic types of cutting patterns used for archaeological leather footwear.

9789089321176, $80, hB, richly illus catalog of 400 examples of specific cutting patterns, 408p, June 2014, 
SPA Uitgevers Special Offer Price $64
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greek AnD
roMAn textileS
AnD DreSS
an interDiScipli-
naryanthology 
Edited by Mary Harlow &
Marie-Louise Nosch

twenty chapters present the
range of current research
into the study of textiles and
dress in classical antiquity,
stressing the need for cross
and inter-disciplinarity study

in order to gain the fullest picture of surviving material.
issues addressed include: the importance of studying
textiles to understand economy and landscape in the
past; different types of embellishments of dress from
weaving techniques to the (late introduction) of 
embroidery; the close links between the language of
ancient mathematics and weaving; the relationships of
iconography to the realities of clothed bodies including
a paper on the ground breaking research on the 
polychromy of ancient statuary. multiple aspects of the
production of textiles and the social meaning of dress
are included here. Ancient Textiles Series 19

9781782977155, $84, hB, fully col illus, 320p, 
november 2014, oxbow Books Pre-Pub. Price $63
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textileS AnD the
MeDievAl econoMy
proDuction, traDe,
anD conSumption
of textileS, 8th–
16th centurieS
Edited by Angela Ling
Huang & Carsten Jahnke

archaeologists and textile
historians bring together
16 papers to investigate the
production, trade and the
consumption of textiles in

Scandinavia and across parts of northern and mediterranean
europe throughout the medieval period. archaeological
evidence is used to demonstrate the existence or otherwise
of international trade and to examine the physical 
characteristics of textiles and their distribution in order
to understand who was producing, using and trading
them and what they were being used for. historical 
evidence, mainly textual, is employed to link textile
names to places, numbers and prices and thus provide
an appreciation of changing economics, patterns of 
distribution and the organisation of trade. 
Ancient Textiles Series 16
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PrehiStoric, 
Ancient neAr 
eAStern & AegeAn
textileS AnD DreSS
Edited by Marie-Louise Nosch,
Cécile Michel & Mary Harlow

textile and dress production,
from raw materials to finished
items, has had a significant
impact on society from its
earliest history. the essays
in this volume offer a fresh
insight into the emerging

interdisciplinary research field of textile and dress studies
by discussing archaeological, iconographical and textual
evidence within a broad geographical and chronological
spectrum. the thirteen chapters explore issues, such as
the analysis of textile tools, especially spindle whorls,
and textile imprints for reconstructing textile production
in contexts as different as neolithic transylvania, the early
Bronze age north aegean and the early iron age
eastern mediterranean; the importance of cuneiform clay
tablets as a documentary source for both drawing a detailed
picture of the administration of a textile industry and
for addressing gender issues. Ancient Textiles Series 18

9781782977193, $66, hB, b/w and col illus, 224p,
november 2014, oxbow Books Pre-Pub. Price $50
9781782977209, $38, epub, november 2014
9781782977223, $38, pdf, november 2014

Silk For the vikingS
By Marianne Vedeler

the analysis of silk is a 
fascinating topic for research
in itself but here, focusing on
the 9th and 10th centuries,
marianne vedeler takes a
closer look at the trade
routes and the organization
of production, trade and
consumption of silk during
the viking age. Beginning
with a presentation of the

silk finds in the oseberg burial, the richest viking burial
find ever discovered, the other silk finds from high status
graves in Scandinavia are discussed along with an 
introduction to the techniques used to produce raw
silk and fabrics. later chapters concentrate on trade and
exchange, considering the role of silk items both as trade
objects and precious gifts, and in the light of coin finds.
the main trade routes of silk to Scandinavia along the
russian rivers, and comparable russian finds are 
described and the production and regulation of silk in
persia, early islamic production areas and the Byzantine
empire discussed. Ancient Textiles Series 15

9781782972150, $50, pB, b/w and col illus, 120p,
may 2014, oxbow Books Special Offer Price $40
9781782972167, $25, epub
9781782972181, $25, pdf

wool econoMy
in the Ancient
neAr eASt AnD
the AegeAn
from the BeginningS
of Sheep huSBanDry
to inStitutional
textile inDuStry
Edited by Catherine Breniquet
& Cécile Michel

the history of the ancient
near east covers a huge
chronological frame, from the

first pictographic texts of the late 4th millennium to the
conquest of alexander the great in 333 Bc. During these
millennia, different societies developed in a changing
landscape where sheep always played an important economic
role. the 22 papers presented here explore the place of wool
in the ancient economy of the region, where large-scale
textile production began during the second half of the 3rd
millennium. By placing emphasis on the development
of multi-disciplinary methodologies, experimentation
and use of archaeological evidence combined with ancient
textual sources, the wide-ranging contributions explore
a number of key themes. Ancient Textiles Series 17

9781782976318, $60, hB, b/w and some col images, 400p,
September 2014, oxbow Books Pre-Pub. Price $45
9781782976325, $35, epub, September 2014
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FAShionABle 
encoUnterS
perSpectiveS & trenDS
in textile anD DreSS
in the early moDern
norDic WorlD
Edited by Tove Engelhardt
Mathiassen, Marie-Louise
Nosch, Maj Ringgaard,
Kirsten Toftegaard & 
Mikkel Venborg Pederson

at the heart of this anthology
lies the world of fashion.

here sixteen papers focus on the nordic world within
the time frame aD 1500–1850. this was a period of
rapid and far-reaching social, political and economic
change, from feudal europe through political revolution,
industrialisation, development of international trade,
religious upheaval and technological innovation;
changes impacting on every aspect of life and reflected
in equally rapid and widespread changes in fashion at
all levels of society. these papers present a broad image
of the theme of fashion as a concept and as an empirical
manifestation in the nordic countries. 
Ancient Textiles Series 14
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The Ancient Textiles Series, co-published by the Danish National Research Foundation’s Centre for Textile Research and
Oxbow Books, publishes academic research on the study of ancient textiles from around the world. The series aims not only 
to document this growing discipline and the leaps forward in knowledge being made, but also to aid its further integration 
into mainstream archaeology. The books are attractively produced with plenty of color images, and are affordably priced.
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MAking textileS
in Pre-roMAn
AnD roMAn tiMeS
people, placeS, 
iDentitieS
Edited by Margarita Gleba
& Judit Pásztókai-Szeőke
textile production is an
economic necessity that
has confronted all societies
in the past. While most
textiles were manufactured
at a household level, valued

textiles were traded over long distances and these trade
networks were influenced by raw material supply,
labour skills, costs, as well as by regional traditions. this
was true in the mediterranean regions and making
textiles in pre-roman and roman times explores 
the abundant archaeological and written evidence to
understand the typological and geographical diversity
of textile commodities. Beginning in the iron age, the
volume examines the foundations of the textile trade
in italy and the emergence of specialist textile production
in austria, the impact of new roman markets on 
regional traditions and the role that gender played in
the production of textiles.Ancient Textiles Series 13

9781842177679, $55, hB, b/w & col illus, 240p,
2013, oxbow Books Special Offer Price $44
9781842179000, $30, epub
9781842179024, $30, pdf

weAring the
cloAk
DreSSing the 
SolDier in roman
timeS
Edited by Marie-Louise
Nosch & Henriette Koefoed

Wearing the cloak contains
nine stimulating chapters
on roman military textiles
and equipment that take
textile research to a new
level. hear the sounds of

the roman soldiers’ clacking belts and get a view on
their purchase orders with egyptian weavers. could 
armor be built of linen? Who had access to what kinds
of prestigious equipment? and what garments and
weapons were deposited in bogs at the edge of the
roman empire? the authors draw upon multiple
sources such as original textual and scriptural evidence,
ancient works of art and iconography and archaeological
records and finds. the chapters cover—as did the
roman army—a large geographical span: egypt, the
levant, the etruscan heartland and northern europe.
Status, prestige and access are viewed in the light of 
financial and social capacities and help shed new light
on the material realities of a soldier’s life in the roman
world.
Ancient Textiles Series 10

9781842174371, $45, hB, 24 col & 34 b/w illus,
144p, 2012, oxbow Books Special Offer Price $36
9781842176931, $25, epub
9781842176955, $25, pdf

textile ProDUction
AnD conSUMPtion
in the Ancient
neAr eASt
archaeology, 
epigraphy, 
iconography
Edited by Marie-Louise
Nosch, Henriette Koefoed &
Eva Andersson Strand

in the past, textile production
was a key part of all ancient
societies. the ancient near

east stands out in this respect with the overwhelming
amount of documentation both in terms of raw materials,
line of production, and the distribution of finished
products. the thirteen intriguing chapters in textile
production and consumption in the ancient near
east describe the developments and changes from
household to standardised, industrialised and centralised
productions which take place in the region. they discuss
the economic, social and cultural impact of textiles on 
ancient society through the application of textile 
tool studies, experimental testing, context studies and
epigraphical as well as iconographical sources.
Ancient Textiles Series 12

9781842174890, $55, hB, 8 col & 82 b/w illus, 200p,
2013, oxbow Books Special Offer Price $44
9781782971115, $30, epub
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wAr AnD worShiP
textileS from 3rD to
4th-century aD
Weapon DepoSitS in
Denmark anD
northern germany
By Susan Möller-Wiering

War and Worship concerns
textile deposits from the
bog sites of thorsberg 
in germany and nydam,
vimose and illerup Ådal in
Denmark. all four sites are

well-known for containing a substantial amount of 
archaeological materials, particularly weapons, but 
they also contain, as integral parts of the weapon 
deposits, a smaller number of preserved textiles, 
which nevertheless constitute outstanding assemblages.
With the exception of thorsberg, publications dealing
particularly with textiles from weapon deposits are 
almost non-existent. the textiles from each site are
analysed, then compared to one another and described
as a unit characterising the particular site. comparisons
are then made between the four sites, with emphasis
on the overall context. a final chapter by lise ræder
knudsen analyses tablet-woven textiles in the deposits,
a textile technique used to make bands, edges and 
borders. although the state of preservation of the 
textiles at the different locations varies hugely, the 
research has extracted a large amount of information.
Ancient Textiles Series 9

9781842174289, $55, hB, 60 b/w & col illus, 224p,
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textileS AnD 
textile ProDUction
in eUroPe
from prehiStory
to aD 400
Edited by Margarita Gleba
& Ulla Mannering

there is evidence that ever
since early prehistory, textiles
have always had more than
simply a utilitarian function.
in archaeology, the study
of textiles is often relegated

to the marginalised zone of specialist and specialised 
subject and lack of dialogue between textile researchers
and scholars in other fields means that as a resource,
textiles are not used to their full potential or integrated
into the overall interpretation of a particular site or broader
aspects of human activity. twenty-three chapters collect
and systematise essential information on textiles and 
textile production from sixteen european countries, 
resulting in an up-to-date and detailed sourcebook 
and an easily accessible overview of the development of
european textile technology and economy from prehistory
to aD 400. Ancient Textiles Series 11

9781842174630, $84, hB, 320 col & b/w illus, 22
maps, 30 tables, 512p, 2012, oxbow Books
Special Offer Price $67.20
9781842179215, $48, epub
9781842179239, $48, pdf

textile 
terMinologieS 
in the Ancient
neAr eASt AnD
MeDiterrAneAn
FroM the thirD
to the FirSt 
MillennniA Bc
Edited by Cécile Michel &
Marie-Louise Nosch

Written sources from the
ancient near east and eastern
mediterranean, from the

third to the first millennia Bc, provide a wealth of
terms for textiles. the twenty-two chapters in the present
volume offer the first comprehensive survey of this important
material, with special attention to evidence for significant
interconnections in textile terminology among languages
and cultures, across space and time. for example, the
greek word for a long shirt, khiton, ki-to in linear B,
derives from a Semitic root, ktn. But the same root in
akkadian means linen, in old assyrian a garment made
of wool, and perhaps cotton, in many modern languages.
these and numerous other instances underscore the
need for detailed studies of both individual cases 
and the common threads that link them. this example
illustrates on the one hand how connected some textiles
terms are across time and space, but it also shows how
very carefully we must conduct the etymological and
terminological enquiry with constantly changing 
semantics as the common thread. Ancient Textiles Series 8

9781782973911, $55, pB, 2013, oxbow Books
Special Offer Price $44
9781842177532, $30, epub
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FroM MinoS to MiDAS
ancient cloth 
proDuction in the
aegean anD in anatolia
By Brendan Burke

this book takes an economic
approach to textile production,
focusing on regional centers,
most often referred to as
palaces, to understand the
means by which states in the

aegean and anatolia financed themselves through
cloth industries. from this we can look for evidence 
of social stratification, inter-regional exchange, and 
organized bureaucracies. Burke illustrates the nature of
cloth production, exchange, and consumption. Ancient
Textiles Series 7

9781842174067, $60, hB, 87 b/w illus, 5 maps,19 tables,
240p, 2010, oxbow Books Special Offer Price $48
9781842177716, $30, epub
9781842177730, $30, pdf

textile ProDUction
in Pre-roMAn itAly
By Margarita Gleba

textile production reveals much
about prehistoric social and
economic development. this
book examines archaeological
evidence for textile production
in italy from the transition 
between the Bronze age and
early iron ages until the

roman expansion, and sheds light on both the process
of technological development and the emergence of
large urban centres with specialised crafts. the book 
recovers information about funerary ritual, the sexual
differentiation of labour and the important role the 
exchange of luxury textiles played in the emergence
of an elite. Ancient Textiles Series 4

9781842173305, $70, hB, 120 b/w figs, tbs, maps,
280p, 2008, oxbow Books Bargain Price $25.98
9781782976035, $12.99, epub
9781782976059, $12.99, pdf

Ancient textileS
proDuction, craftS
anD Society
By Marie-Louise Nosch & C. Gillis

an understanding of textiles
and the role they played in the 
past is important for anyone 
interested in past societies. the
evidence for ancient textiles in
europe is split quite definitely
along a north-south divide, with

an abundance of actual examples in the north, but precious
little in the south, where indirect evidence comes from
such things as vase painting and frescoes. this volume
brings together these two schools to look in more detail
at textiles in the ancient world, and is based on a conference
held in Denmark and Sweden in march 2003.
Ancient Textiles Series 1

9781782978305, $50, pB reprint, b/w and col illus,
304p, 2007, oxbow Books
9781782974390, $25, epub
9781782974413, $25, pdf

the MeDievAl
BroADcloth
changing trenDS in
faShionS, manufacturing
anD conSumption
By Kathrine Vestergard Pedersen
& Marie-Louise Nosch

the eight papers presented here
provide a useful introduction
to medieval broadcloth, and an
up-to-date synthesis of current

research. the word broadcloth is used as an overall term
for the woven textiles mass-produced and exported all
over europe. it was first produced in flanders as a luxurious
cloth from the 11th century and throughout the medieval
period. Broadcloth is the english term, laken in flemish,
tuch in german, Drap in french, klæde in the Scandinavian
languages and verka in finnish. Ancient Textiles Series 6

9781842173817, $50, pB, b/w illus & 24p of col
plates, 160p, 2010, oxbow Books Bargain Price $14.98
9781782973706, $7.50, epub
9781782973720, $7.50, pdf

DreSSing the PASt
By Margarita Gleba, Cherine
Munkholt & Marie-Louise Nosch

minoan ladies, Scythian warriors,
roman and Sarmatian merchants,
prehistoric weavers, gold sheet
figures, vikings, medieval
saints and sinners, renaissance
noblemen, Danish peasants,
dressmakers and hollywood
stars appear in the pages of this

anthology. this is not necessarily how they dressed in
the past, but how the authors of this book think they
dressed in the past, and why they think so. no reader
of this book will ever look at a reconstructed costume
without a heightened awareness of how and why the 
costumes were reconstructed. Ancient Textiles Series 3

9781842172698, $50, pB, b/w and col illus throughout,
167p, 2008, oxbow Books Special Offer Price $40
9781782974727, $25, epub
9781782974741, $25, pdf

Ancient textileS,
MoDern Science
Edited by Heather Hopkins

the european textile forum was
founded as an annual meeting
for academics, craftspeople, 
re-enactors and enthusiasts to
share their experiences and
compare notes. the conference
takes place over a week, which
not only allows time to learn

new techniques and discuss new findings, but to also
undertake lengthy experiments that require a large number
of experienced specialists. textilforum is the practical
proving ground to test archaeological theories in 
appropriate surroundings.

9781842176641, $60, pB, b/w illus, 133p, 2013,
oxbow Books Special Offer Price $48
9781842177174, $12.99, epub
9781842177198, $12.99, pdf

north eUroPeAn 
SyMPoSiUM For 
ArchAeologicAl
textileS x
Edited by Eva B. Andersson Strand,
Margarita Gleba, Ulla Mannering,
Cherine Munkholt & Maj Ringgard

the neSat symposium has
grown from the first meeting
in 1981 which was attended
by 23 scholars, to over 100 at

the tenth meeting that took place in copenhagen in
2008, with virtually all areas of europe represented. 
the 50 papers from the conference presented here
show the vibrance of the study of archaeological 
textiles today. examples studied come from the Bronze
age, neolithic, the iron age, roman, viking, the 
middle ages and post-medieval. modern techniques
of analysis and examination are also discussed.
Ancient Textiles Series 5

299 illus, 31 tables, 352p, 2009, oxbow Books
9781782973522, $48, epub
9781782973546, $48, pdf

FirSt AiD For the 
excAvAtion oF 
ArchAeologicAl
textileS
By C. Gillis & Marie-Louise Nosch

this book deals with the special
care required in order to deal
with these delicate fabrics 
during their excavation and
recording. it is included as an 
appendix in ancient textiles:

production, crafts and Society.
Ancient Textiles Series 2

9781842172230, $8, pB, b/w illus, 48p, 2007, oxbow
Books Bargain Price $1.98
9781782974420, $0.99, epub
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roMAn textile 
inDUStry AnD itS
inFlUence
By Penelope Walton Rogers, 
Lise Bender Jorgensen & 
Antoinette Rast-Eicher

textiles were a hugely important
roman industry yet, because
of their perishable nature, only
fragments remain. these twenty-
two essays provide a detailed

study of surviving fragments from across the roman
world, from the dry sands of egypt to the atlantic coast
and the northern frontiers and beyond. the result is a
comprehensive reconstruction of both everyday 
and exotic roman clothing with information about 
the influences of fashion and of roman weaving 
techniques. Written by friends and colleagues, the 
contributions are offered as a tribute to John peter 
Wild whose own studies of roman textiles have been
the inspiration of so much recent work.

9781782977407, $35, pB reprint, 4 col pls, illus, 200p,
aug 2014 oxbow Books Pre-Publication Price $28
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BeDoUin weAving oF
SAUDi ArABiA AnD itS
neighBoUrS

By Joy Totah Hilden

Bedouin textiles played until recent
times a vital and functional part
in the life of the arab nomads.
the true craftspeople of the
desert, Bedouin women wove to
provide the fabric of day-to-day

living. Joy hilden describes the weaving techniques of the
Bedouin in the context of their transitional mode of life.

9780955889400, $120, hB, illus, 270p, 2010, 
arabian publishing Special Offer Price $96
9780955889486, $70, pB Special Offer Price $56

textileS FroM 
hAllStAtt (textilien
AUS hAllStAtt)
Weaving culture in
Bronze age anD iron
age Salt mineS
Edited by Karina Gromer, Anton
Kern, Hans Reschreiter & Helga
Rösel-Mautendorfer

the salt mine of hallstatt is home
to more than 700 individual textile fragments, which
makes it the largest corpus of prehistoric textile finds
in europe. this forms a unique treasure for prehistoric
research due to its unusual conditions of preservation.
the wide range of still colourful preserved textiles covers
the time-span between 1500-400 Bc. Main Series 29

9789639911468, $117, hB, 572p, 2013, german/english
text, archaeolingua Special Offer Price $93.60

noMADic FeltS
By Stephanie Bunn

Believed to be one of the 
earliest textiles, felt has been
made by the nomadic peoples of
central asia for over 2,500 years
and the craft still thrives today as
an integral part of their culture.
valued for both its functional
and decorative qualities, felt is

used to make yurts and all manner of objects relating
to daily life. Artistic Traditions in World Cultures

9780714125572, $50, pB, 200 col illus, 20 b/w line
drawings, 144p, 2010, British museum press
Special Offer Price $40

textileS FroM the
AnDeS
By Penny Dransart

this is the first time the
British museum’s collection
of peruvian and other early
andean textiles is being
published as a group. you

will find included rare and exquisite pieces, many of great
iconographic and technical importance, ranging in date
from the paracas to the inka and colonial periods, 200
Bc to the late 18th century aD. Fabric Folios

9780714125848, $22.95, pB, 100 col illus, 88p, 2011,
British museum press Special Offer Price $18.36

textileS FroM the
BAlkAnS
By Diane Waller

this is the first time the
British museum’s fascinating
collection of Balkan textiles,
dating from the late 19th to
the mid 20th century and

one of the finest in the world, will be published. the book
is also the first published overview of the textiles from this
region, setting the techniques for making them within
their historical and geographical context. the author’s 
personal experience in herself collecting many of the
pieces in the field allows her to offer completely new 
insights into the highly decorated textiles produced by the
various ethnic, clan and religious groups of the area. the
items range from everyday to festive clothing as well as 
accessories and textiles for the home. the makers employed
a wide range of materials and techniques. Fabric Folios

9780714125831, $22.95, pB, 100 col illus, 88p, 2010,
British museum press Special Offer Price $18.36

MoDA A Firenze 1540-1580
coSimo i De meDici’S Style
By Roberta Orsi-Landini

roberta orsi landini uses 
material from the florentine
state archives to reconstruct
cosimo i de medici’s wardrobe,
continuing her earlier work
on eleonora di toledo. cosimo
consciously constructed his
public and official image, and

orsi landini follows his stylistic evolution over his
thirty-year reign. the author also examines manufacturing,
especially silk producers, while a final chapter is dedicated
to the funeral clothes of cosimo i and his son, don
garcia, both of whom were paragons of fashion for their
italian contemporaries. an annex provides day by day
detailed references to clothing created and worn in the court.

9788856400991, $129, pB, over 150 plates, 312p,
2011, italian/english text, edizioni polistampa
Special Offer Price $103.20

rigMAroleS AnD
rAgAMUFFinS, 2nD eD
unpicking WorDS We
Derive from textileS
By Elinor Kapp

When we unpick the english
language, it is quite startling to
find how many of our common
words, sayings, figures of speech,
folklore, myths, nursery rhymes
and stories come from thread

and all the fascinating processes it had to go through
to create textiles. rigmaroles and ragamuffins is the
result the author’s long involvement with textiles as an
embroiderer and her recognition of the therapeutic potential
in textile crafts. elinor is also fascinated by the way
english weaves the threads of our past into today’s figures
of speech, bringing richly layered meaning to our lives.
this second edition of this popular book includes a
brand new introduction by the author.

9780957475908, $19.95, pB, illus, 160p, 2013, 
elinor kapp Special Offer Price $15.96

coStUMe
a volume for the 
lonDon olympicS
Edited by John Hughson &
Fiona Skillen

this volume, consisting of papers
originally delivered at the Sport
and fashion symposium in
2011, celebrates the connection
between sport and the clothes
and fashion which are associated

with certain sporting activities. articles include a study
of olympic swimming costumes, women’s sport during
the inter-war period, the use of sportsmen by clothing
industries for brand marketing, and the aesthetic 
significance of certain items of clothing, specifically the
shirt worn by maradona during the 1986 argentina-
england World cup quarter final. for more information,
visit: www.maney.co.uk/journals/cos. Costume

9781907975721, $49, pB, 128p, 2012, maney 
publishing Special Offer Price $39.20

textile hiStory AnD
the MilitAry
Edited by Marie-Louise Nosch
& Katrina Honeyman

the issue consists of twelve
papers which were originally
delivered at the international
conference on military and
textiles in 2008. the important
but frequently overlooked con-
nection between textiles and the

military is addressed in this supplementary issue by academic
historians, museum curators and conservators, archaeologists
and military experts from a range of disciplines and fields
of study. the twelve articles explore the use of textiles in
uniforms and equipment, the organization of production
and distribution of military requirements, and the interaction
of military and civil society, over a wide geographical 
region. Textile History Journal

9781907625022, $23, pB, 226p, 2010, maney publishing
Special Offer Price $18.40

DreSS At the coUrt
oF king henry viii
By Maria Hayward

henry viii used his wardrobe,
and that of his family and
household, as a way of expressing
his wealth and magnificence.
this book encompasses the
first detailed study of male and
female dress worn at the court
of henry viii (1509-47) and

covers the dress of the king and his immediate family,
the royal household and the broader court circle.
henry viii’s wardrobe is set in context by a study of
henry vii’s clothes, court and household. as none of
henry viii’s clothes survive, evidence is drawn from the
great wardrobe accounts, warrants, and inventories.

9781904350705, $228, hB, 172 b/w and 25 col illus,
488p, 2007, maney publishing
Special Offer Price $182.40
9781905981410, $96, pB, 2013 Special Offer Price $76.80
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lAce: A hiStory
By Santina M. Levey

this book covers the period
from the early sixteenth-century
to the first World War and 
is arranged chronologically to 
accommodate the underlying
changes in fashionable dress
and in the lace worn with it,
but, within each chapter, the
different types of lace are dealt

with one by one. greatest attention is given to the
leading fashion laces but less important laces are also
described; these range from simple domestic trimmings
and cheap copies worn lower down the social scale, to
‘fossilized’ versions of once fashionable laces which
continued to be made for peasant communities and for
some conservative societies in the new World. 

9780901286154, $138, hB, 360 plates, 508p, 1983,
maney publishing
Special Offer Price $110.40

QUeen elizABeth’S
wArDroBe Unlock’D
Edited by Janet Arnold

the vast wardrobe of Queen
elizabeth i is legendary: in her
own time some of the richly
embroidered gowns were 
displayed with other treasures
to dazzle the eyes of foreign
visitors to the tower of london.
the quantity of clothes

recorded in the inventories taken in 1600 would seem
to suggest sheer vanity, but a survey of work carried
out in the Wardrobe of robes throughout the reign reveals
a different picture. it is one of careful organisation and
economy. this copiously annotated work is illustrated
with photographs of portraits, miniatures, tomb 
sculptures, engravings, woven textiles and embroideries.

9781909662537, $96, pB, 465 b/w and 16 col illus,
392p, new printing. nov. 2014, maney publishing 
Pre-Publication Price $76.80

AMArnA’S 
leAtherwork. PArt i
preliminary analySiS
anD catalogue
By Andre J. Veldmeijer

the ancient egyptian city of
tell el-amarna was the short-
lived capital built by the 
controversial pharaoh akhen-
aten, probably the father of
the famous tutankhamun, and

abandoned shortly after his death (c. 1336 Bce). it is
one of the few pharaonic cities to have been 
thoroughly excavated and is a rich source of information
about the daily life of the ancient egyptians. this volume,
the first of two, presents the leatherwork excavated at
the site by these various expeditions. the book consists
of two parts: the catalogue and the preliminary analysis.

9789088900754, $130, pB, 100 b/w; 500 col illus,
290p, 2012, Sidestone press Special Offer Price $104
9789088901409, $20.99, pdf

cAtAlogUe oF the
FootweAr in the
coPtic MUSeUM
(cAiro)
By Andre J. Veldmeijer & Salima Ikram

this catalogue presents the
ancient egyptian footwear in
the collection of the coptic
museum in cairo. the catalogue
contains detailed descriptions
and measurements, photographs

and drawings. each description of a footwear category
is followed by short discussions, addressing topics such as
typology and dating. in addition a fairly large corpus of
comparative material is presented as well, none of
which has been published before. the present work will
form an important resource for future study. this catalogue
is one of the results of the nuffic tailor made training
for the curators of the coptic museum in cairo.

9789088902536, $120, pB, 129 col/202 b/w, 330p,
Sept. 2014, Sidestone press Special Offer Price $96

engenDering oBJectS
DynamicS of Bark-
cloth anD genDer
among the maiSin of
papua neW guinea
By Anna-Karina Hermkens

this book describes in detail
how barkcloth (tapa) not only
visualizes and expresses, but also
materializes and defines, people’s
multiple identities. By ‘following

the object’ and how it is made and used in the performance
of life-cycle rituals, in exchanges and in church festivities,
this interaction between people and things, and how they
are mutually constituted, becomes visible. Barkcloth and its
associated designs show how gender ideologies and the
socio-material constructions of identity are performed
and, as such, developed, established and contested.

9789088901454, $85, pB, 33 col, 21 b/w, 386p, 2013,
Sidestone press Special Offer Price $68
9789088901461, $20.99, pdf

leAtherwork FroM
QASr iBriM (egyPt).
PArt i
footWear from the
ottoman perioD
By Andre J. Veldmeijer

the present volume focuses on
one of these groups: footwear
that is made from leather and
dated to the ottoman period.
the footwear, recovered during

the years that the egypt exploration Society worked
at the site, is described in detail, including a pictorial
record consisting of photographs and drawings. this is
the first time that ottoman footwear from egypt has
been analyzed in detail. the preliminary analysis focuses
on footwear technology, within the framework of the
ancient egyptian footwear project (aefp; see
www.leatherandshoes.nl).

9789088900969, $170, pB, 500 fc, 20 b/w illus, 462p,
2013, Sidestone press Special Offer Price $136
9789088901720, $20.99, pdf

SAnDAlS, ShoeS AnD
other leAtherwork
FroM the coPtic
MonAStery Deir 
el-BAchit
analySiS anD catalogue
By Andre J. Veldmeijer

the coptic monastery and
cemetery Deir el-Bachit
stands on the hilltop of Dra’
abu el-naga, the well-known
necropolis in Qurna (West

Bank, luxor). it is the largest coptic monastery complex
preserved in Western thebes and the first monastery that
has been systematically investigated. the excavation of 
the monastery was started as a Dfg-project des 
Ägyptologischen instituts der ludwig-maximilians-
universität muenchen in close collaboration with the
Deutsches archäologisches institut abteilung kairo.

9789088900747, $150, pB, 46 b/w; 550 col illus,
276p, 2012, Sidestone press Special Offer Price $120
9789088901423, $20.99, pdf

tUtAnkhAMUn’S
FootweAr
StuDieS of ancient
egyptian footWear
By Andre J. Veldmeijer

the discovery of tutankhamun’s
tomb by howard carter in
1922 is one of the most significant
archaeological discoveries of
all time. it took carter and his
team 10 years to clear the con-

tents of the tomb and among the objects found was a
large collection of shoes and sandals. the footwear is
analysed here in detail for the first time since the discovery
using carter’s records and harry Burton’s excellent photo-
graphs along with the author’s analyses of the objects, all
of which are housed in the egyptian museum, cairo
and the luxor museum. Several specialists contributed
to the volume.

9789088900761, $130, pB, 105 b/w 286 col illus,
312p, 2012, Sidestone press Special Offer Price $104
9789088901430, $20.99, pdf

why leAther?
the material anD 
cultural DimenSionS
of leather
Edited by Susanna Harris 
& Andre J. Veldmeijer

this volume brings together
specialists from contemporary
craft and industry and from 
archaeology to examine both
the material properties and the

cultural dimensions of leather. the common occurrence
of animal skin products through time, whether vegetable
tanned leather, parchment, vellum, fat-cured skins or
rawhide attest to its enduring versatility, utility and 
desirability. typically grouped together as ‘leather’, the
versatility of these materials is remarkable: they can be
soft and supple like a textile, firm and rigid like a basket,
or hard and watertight like a pot.this volume challenges
a simple utilitarian or functional approach to leather.

9789088902611, $70, pB, 50 full col illus, 135p, 
Sept. 2014, Sidestone press Special Offer Price $56
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